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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of small autonomous electronic devices that sense environmental conditions and communicate over wireless links. WSNs have applications in various fields of science and technology, which are diverse and typically exist in remote areas with harsh conditions. This makes testing and debugging of applications time consuming, costly and sometimes even impossible for application developers. Hence, simulators are used to develop and test WSN applications to verify the functionality of applications without actual deployment and to avoid debugging and testing costs.

Selection of a feasible simulator for WSN application development requires analysis and comparison of available WSN simulators. A feasible simulator fulfils application requirements and presents related features. Existing comparison surveys and articles present strengths and weaknesses of WSN simulators. They do not concentrate on the attributes of simulators, which an application developer should consider in selecting a feasible WSN simulator before application development.

In this thesis, WSN simulators are analyzed and their attributes are collected, which can be used in selecting a feasible simulator for application development. Three types of attributes are collected: 1) activity attributes, 2) basic attributes, 3) core attributes. Activity attributes present how active and up-to-date the WSN simulators are. Basic attributes specify the type, category and development language of WSN simulators. Core attributes present the availability of core WSN requirements such as, scalability, consumed power and memory calculation modules in simulators. Seven simulators are compared using these attributes. Requirements for typical WSN applications are defined and consist of multi-hop routing, calculation of execution time, power and memory consumption of nodes. The feasibilities of the simulators are measured against the application requirements. COOJA meets all the requirements and seems feasible for WSN application development and testing.

Feasibility of COOJA simulator is verified experimentally by developing three test applications. In the first application, COOJA simulates multi-hop network and provides four types of statistics, which are network, power, sensor and topology statistics. In the second application, COOJA measures power and memory consumption. In the third application, power consumption is measured for each function call of the application program. COOJA fulfils all requirements and is found feasible for WSN application development and testing.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central processing unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELF</td>
<td>Executable and linkable format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB</td>
<td>Embedded sensor board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>Hardware abstraction layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Input/Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNI</td>
<td>Java native interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQI</td>
<td>Link quality indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Medium access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random access memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Read only memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>Routing protocol for low power and lossy networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI</td>
<td>Received signal strength indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission control protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User datagram protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>Wireless sensor network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in the field of computing technology have led in the development of high-speed computing systems that model and solve real-life problems, which were time consuming and costly to resolve in the past. Simulators are widely used in scientific research and development to model real-life objects and provide an artificial environment where modelled objects exist. These objects can be anything that have quantifiable properties and characteristics in real-life. The objects are then tested, debugged and observed under simulated environment rather than in real-life environment to get knowledge of their working in quick and inexpensive way.

Simulators have applications in many fields of science and technology. In the field of digital communication, communication devices and physical medium are simulated to evaluate and test the communication process in varying conditions. The reliability of simulator outcomes depends on how precisely the simulator can mimic real-life objects [1]. The availability of models and other supportive simulator functions, such as wireless propagation models, enable and make the simulators feasible for research and development.

1.1 Wireless sensor networks

Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of small autonomous electronic devices communicating with each other via radio interface. The sensing devices called nodes have the sensing module, processing unit, memory, power source and radio module. WSN nodes are tiny and are limited in power, processing and radio resources. They have their own embedded operating systems and communication protocols as the traditional communication protocols are too resource consuming for the limited resources [2].

WSN applications are continuously developed in variety of fields ranging from environmental monitoring and factory automation to health care and military surveillance [3]. Typically, a WSN is installed over a geographical area to monitor the physical phenomenon, such as temperature or light intensity. The number of nodes and size of geographic area depend upon the application of WSN. If an application requires WSN deployment over a city area, then thousands of nodes would be needed, whereas, tens of nodes would be enough for an office building surveillance application.

WSN application requires rigorous testing and debugging of the communication protocols, application software, and other supportive software before the actual deployment,
because the nodes may be hard or even impossible to access afterward. A software mistake or unforeseen situation may destroy the whole deployment [4]. Therefore, the expected functionality must be verified to a high degree before the deployment. WSN simulators that contain the testing capabilities of application software and protocols can be used for the verification. It will make WSN application development quicker and inexpensive by allowing the verification without actual deployment [5].

1.2 WSN simulators

Number of WSN simulators have been developed, such as TOSSIM [6], NS-2 [7], COOJA [8] that support WSN application development, testing and debugging. Because of varying needs of WSN applications, every simulator targets different aspects of WSN and offers its own set of features. For example, NS-2 is a pure packet level simulator. It simulates network packets and keeps track of packets sent or received among the nodes. On the other hand, it does not calculate the power consumption of node. Hence, it is not feasible to select NS-2 for WSN application development where power consumption of node is needed.

Selection of a WSN simulator requires analysis of available WSN simulators and application requirements. The design goals, strengths and weaknesses of simulators must be known and compatible with the application under development. Articles and comparative surveys of WSN simulators assist in the selection process of feasible simulator. The articles [8] [10] [11] provide comparison of features and limitations of available WSN simulators. These articles focus mainly on providing the description of simulators abilities. They do not concentrate on the simulator attributes, which an application developer should consider before selecting a feasible WSN simulator.

1.3 Scope and methods

This thesis analyzes the feasibility of WSN simulators for application development. The thesis presents the comprehensive tables of simulator attributes, which a WSN application developer can use for selecting a feasible WSN simulator for application development. Seven WSN simulators are compared using these attribute tables. The best fit simulator, COOJA, is further analyzed and tested experimentally to see that how it fulfills the basic requirements of WSN application development to verify its feasibility. The feasibility analysis consists of setting the requirements for three different WSN test applications, developing the applications, and comparing the results to the requirements.

The research methods used in this thesis consist of literature review of WSN simulators and the exploratory study of COOJA. Initially, the comparison surveys of WSN simulators, research papers, thesis reports and simulators websites are reviewed to know the existing knowledge about simulators and to find the knowledge gaps. Then, COOJA simulator is explored in detail by reviewing its technical documentation before application
development. In the end, WSN applications are developed to verify the feasibility of COOJA.

1.4 Thesis structure

This thesis is divided into two parts.

The first part consists of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, which present the properties of WSNs, WSN applications and WSN simulators. Chapter 2 presents WSN components, WSN applications and WSN verification methods as necessary information. Chapter 3 explains WSN simulation models and classify WSN simulators. Further, this chapter collects the simulator attributes, compares seven WSN simulators and analyzes their feasibilities for application development.

The second part consists of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, which covers WSN application development using COOJA. Chapter 4 explains core components and characteristics of COOJA and Contiki operating system. In Chapter 5, three test applications are developed and feasibility of COOJA is analyzed.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
2. **WSN PROPERTIES**

This chapter explains basic WSN concepts needed to understand the thesis, such as WSN infrastructure, WSN node, applications and verification methods.

2.1 **WSN infrastructure**

A WSN is defined as a network of multiple electronic devices that communicate with each other over a wireless medium [12]. These devices, called *nodes* are tiny electronic devices and perform different tasks, for example, sensing of natural phenomena, collection or relaying of data in the network. In a typical WSN application, *sensor nodes* produce data by sensing the environment with sensors, such as temperature, humidity, vibration, or motion detector sensors. This data is then forwarded to *sink node* either directly or through intermediate relay nodes. Sink nodes also serve as gateways to WSN backbone infrastructure and to other networks, such as the Internet as shown in Figure 2.1 [13]. The backbone infrastructure administers nodes and networks and typically consists of databases for storing data, user interfaces to interact with the network and data analysis tools for data visualization and decision making.

![Figure 2.1 WSN infrastructure](image-url)
2.2 WSN platform – WSN node

WSN applications are diverse with varying requirements [12]. For example, an environmental monitoring application requires periodic measurements with low energy, radio, and memory resource consumption, whereas, an object tracking application of troops requires real-time measurements of motion sensors with higher energy, radio, and memory resource consumption. Therefore, the nodes are specifically designed to meet the requirements of WSN applications.

A typical WSN node consists of four basic hardware components [14]. The components are shown in Figure 2.1 and described below:

1. *Sensing unit* monitors the environment and measures the physical phenomena, for example, temperature, vibration etc.
2. *Computing unit* consists of subcomponents like microcontroller, data storage, such as, read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), or flash. Furthermore, it also includes I/O ports, timers and other supporting peripherals, such as, analogue to digital converter.
4. *Power unit* provides system supply voltage to all other units of node. Power unit may get energy from batteries, energy scavenging or by wired power sources.

WSN node runs the software that implements the WSN and consists of the components shown in Figure 2.2 [15]. A node may use an Operating System (OS) to manage the hardware components through a set of code routines called hardware abstraction layer (HAL) [16]. HAL provides application developers access to underlying hardware through a programming interface. In addition, OS implements network protocol stack that allows nodes to form the WSN and communicate with each other. WSN OSs are designed in such a way that they can fit in the limited memory of node and consume the scarce resources in an efficient manner [17].
2.3 Protocol stack and middleware

WSN network protocols are typically presented in layered architecture called protocol stack [18] [20].

**Physical Layer:** Physical layer implements the radio communication hardware. Exchange of bits takes place over a radio link between the nodes. Main functions include: transmit power adjustment, selection of frequency channel, modulation and demodulation, analogue to digital conversions and vice versa. In addition, physical layer may also measure received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and link quality indicator (LQI), cyclic redundancy check for checking the errors and encrypt and decrypt the messages for network security.

**Medium Access Control (MAC):** MAC establishes the link between the nodes after discovering the neighbor and then exchanges frames with neighbors. MAC layer is responsible for network access functions, such as, radio channel access, transmission error control, frame queue control and assembly of frames. Furthermore, it may perform management functions, such as, network scanning, sleep cycles and distance estimations.

**Network Layer:** Network layer helps a node in deciding to which node it should send the message. The major functions include: multi-hop routing, route discovery, route construction, next hop selection, packet assembly, packet queue control, data forwarding, and route maintenance. Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is an example of network layer protocol.

**Transport Layer:** Transport layer provide functions, such as end to end reliable delivery of messages and congestion control in wired and wireless networks. Typical transport layer protocols, such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Proto-
col (UDP) are complex and resource consuming for WSNs and are used after modification. For example, Contiki OS uses a simplified version of UDP protocol called simple-udp for message delivery.

**Application Layer:** Application layer runs the applications programs, which typically consists of the algorithms and procedures to perform specialized tasks. These tasks are defined by the application requirements and usually are request-response interaction, event notifications, data collection, data aggregation or data fusion. Also, these application programs take decisions, for example, at what time or under which conditions the data should be collected from the sensor, or at what time or under which conditions data should be sent to sink node.

**Middleware:** Middleware combines all the services of protocols stack, operating system, HAL and present it to application layer to access resources of the node directly.

### 2.4 WSN topology

WSN topology refers to the placement of WSN nodes and how they communicate in a network [20]. Communication in a WSN is single-hop or multi-hop or both depending upon the size and configuration of the network at specific instance of time [21]. In single-hop communication, two nodes communicate directly because they lie within the communication range of each other. While, in multi-hop communication, two communicating nodes do not lie within the communication range of each other and hence need relay nodes for relaying their data. Communication in the network can be both uni-directional and bi-directional. However, the communication remains uni-directional most of the time because, in WSN, data usually travels from sensor nodes to sink node [22].

### 2.5 WSN essentials

Although, every scenario of WSN has its own requirements and needs, but the following characteristics should be ensured to meet the basic needs of most of the applications. [23] - [26]

**Scalable:** WSN should be scalable. The network should support addition of new nodes without disrupting the network.

**Real-time behavior:** The desired data from the network should be available in a certain guaranteed time without long time delays. For example, in alarm applications, events occurred in environments should be reported quickly without delays.

**Available and identifiable:** Network resources, for example, access to nodes should remain available without long breaks. Nodes should also be easily identifiable and locatable in the network.
Fault tolerant, autonomous and self-configurable: WSNs are dynamic in nature, new nodes come and network topology often changes. Also, the interference from weather, for example, rain or storm may cause connectivity problems among nodes in the network. These dynamics demand the network to act autonomously, recover itself and remain operational. This is achieved, for example, by finding alternative communication paths between the communicating nodes.

Efficient design and long-life: WSN hardware, algorithms and protocols optimization should be considered for energy conservation in advance. WSN applications should also be carefully developed so that they only consume the amount of energy, which is necessary to perform the desired operations. Low power designs use the scarce energy resource efficiently and keep the network operational for longer period, thus, increasing the life of the network.

Low-cost: WSN nodes are small and required in abundance. They are also deployed in tough areas, for example, around a volcano or inside a power turbine. Change of batteries or maintenance of a node could be costly and difficult. Sensor nodes should be low-cost so that they can be replaced or even disposed if needed.

Secure: The communication in the network must be secure and should be only available to the users of network. WSN may hold private and confidential data, for example, in military applications, where data about movement of troops may be gathered. This data should not be stolen in any case because of it critical nature.

2.6 WSN applications

Wireless sensor network applications exist in many fields. Environmental monitoring, agriculture, military surveillance and healthcare are few examples. WSN applications can be classified into following application areas:

Environment Monitoring applications: Environment monitoring applications are deployed in open environments and monitor the large areas, for example, a lake or a glacier [27]. Most common physical phenomenon that are monitored by WSNs are temperature, pressure, vibration, humidity, intensity of light, radiation, chemical composition and location. Applications also require large number of nodes to cover the area under observation. For example, the number of nodes in covering forest area could reach hundreds.

Military applications: As WSNs are autonomous, self-configurable, and deployable in remote areas, they are feasible for various military applications [28]. These include applications, such as, a border security application, which track the movement of troops or immigrants, or an ad hoc WSN application for mobile tanks and troops, which share the critical information regarding battle tactics and position of enemy on battle field in real-
time. Military applications usually demand secure network communication, fast deployment of network and communication range around 250 - 500m or more in some cases. Furthermore, network should be able to tolerate network jamming and interception by enemies.

**Industrial applications:** Sensors are used to monitor and control industrial processes [29]. For example, in ceramics industry, air pressure controls airflow within the manufacturing kiln, which can be measured and adjusted through sensor networks. In industrial automation, WSNs are usually deployed indoors. A wireless sensor can be behind concrete wall or it can also be inside a metal kiln. A wireless network should be designed after considering the hostile environment in which a network has to exist, because a node transmits through a radio medium. Materials, for example, concrete affects the propagation of radio waves. Also, the interference produced by machines and plants degrades the signal quality. Other requirements include, autonomous operations of network without human intervention, low maintenance and repairing costs, data confidentiality and reliability.

**Surveillance and Alarm applications:** WSNs are handy in applications that aim to provide security [27]. WSNs can be deployed inside an office building, airports or private property to provide security. Such applications use motion sensors to detect the presence of objects like human or vehicle inside an application territory. An alarm is called when some ambiguity or irregularity is detected. Such applications require data confidentiality, network reliability and stability.

**City automation:** WSNs are integral part of smart city applications [30]. Smart city applications require data for analysis and decision making about city functions in order to manage city resources efficiently and to improve the quality of life. For example, how much power need to be generated during weekends or during weekdays, which car lanes remain less crowded and can be used during traffic peak hours are some of decisions, which smart city applications take. The data is provided by the wireless sensor networks deployed to monitor city resources. The data is aggregated from sensor networks, stored in data servers and then analyzed before decision making. Grid stations, dams, lakes, streets, train stations, airports are some of the examples of resources managed in smart city applications.

**Healthcare Applications:** WSNs are useful for healthcare applications for example, collection of patient health data at regular interval of time, tracking movement of the patients inside hospital or reminding patients about their medication and meals [31]. The patients are attached with wireless sensors, such as, a wearable wireless sensor, which measures heart rate, blood pressure, temperature at regular intervals or in real-time. These measurements can be collected periodically or in real-time depending upon the condition of patient. Also, the measurements can be transmitted periodically or in real-time to hospital staff, which includes doctors, nurses or other supporting staff. An emergency could be
declared if measurements, which are irregular and critical in nature are received. For example, an irregular heartbeat is reported immediately to concern staff and a life can be saved by prompt handling of patient. WSNs are effective in such situations where critical data is quickly disseminated without human intervention and results in saving human lives.

2.7 WSN application functions

After observing the WSN infrastructure and WSN applications, it is found that WSN tasks are performed by the cooperation of nodes in the network. These nodes share the burden of overall application logic distributed by the application developers. The hardware components and software of nodes are planned, developed and configured in such a way that they fulfil the objectives of WSN application collectively and in an efficient manner. The functions of WSN applications, which an application developer need to address during WSN application development are given below:

**Application type and data flow models:** The type of application helps application developer in deciding flow of data in network. Data flow from sensor nodes to sink nodes can be periodic, real time or event triggered.

**Routing:** After deciding data flow models, routing in the WSN defines how data will be transferred from source to destination. Routing can be single-hop or multiple-hop. There are number of routing protocols available for WSN application development, for example, direct diffusion protocols, energy-aware cluster based protocols.

**Area coverage, topology and node requirements:** Area coverage, application type and network topology helps in deciding the type, number and hardware configuration of nodes to be used in an application.

**Sensor node program:** Application developers develop application programs that run on sensor nodes. These programs sense the environment and send the data to sink nodes by using routing protocols. Application developer must consider network formation and maintenance functions, such as, assignment of IP addresses, construction of routing paths by using services offered by operating system of node.

**Processing at sink node:** Application programs are also developed for sink nodes. These programs are used to collect and store the data from multiple sensor nodes. Also, these programs allow backbone infrastructure to communicate with the nodes present in network.

**Processing at relay node:** Application programs for relay nodes are typically interested in forwarding the received data towards destination by using routing protocols. These programs can also process the data, for example, average of the received temperature measurements can be calculated and then forwarded towards the destination.
Processing at backbone infrastructure: Application programs for backbone infrastructure involve in storage, presentation, analysis and evaluation of data received from sensor network.

2.8 Verification methods of WSN functionality

Verification of WSN functions is undertaken either through test-beds or simulations before actual deployment [32]. Verification after deployment of WSN in remote places is limited because it is costly and time consuming and sometime even impossible due to poor operational conditions. Traditionally, the main techniques for verifying the functions of wired and wireless networks are analytical methods, computer simulation, and test-beds.

Analytical methods in sensor networks are not effective enough because of large number of constraints, such as, scarce resources, decentralized collaboration and self-configuration.

Test-beds are valuable but implementing the testbeds on large scale is difficult. Test-beds are costly and time consuming to set up and difficult to maintain. They are typically setup in small scale and provide limited topology, hardware and software configurations.

Simulations have limitations as well but simulations are considered an important phase during protocol design, development and testing because simulations provide easier, faster and cheaper way to evaluate protocols and algorithms [33]. Simulation model do not provide exact hostile environment in which a WSN has to operate, however it allows the testing of various WSN techniques, such as radio propagation, link quality, medium interferences and data flow in topology [34]. Also, it may provide graphical user interface to have more control over the nodes. Thus, it seems that simulation is the most reasonable approach to evaluate the WSN at low cost and in short time.
3. WSN SIMULATORS

Simulation plays a key role in developing quick and low cost applications. However, not all simulations produce satisfactory results. Correctness of simulated model and its appropriateness for the application development must be considered before performing simulations [31]. This chapter defines and explains key concepts related to WSN simulators, such as simulation model, correctness of simulation model, types of simulations and attributes of simulators.

3.1 Model, simulation model, simulator, simulation

A model is simplified representation of an object, system or subsystems. These representations are typically in mathematical or visual form. Models are also represented in the form of a computer program, such as, a simulation model. In a simulation model, a system or sub system is modelled or simulated and studied on computers by using the specifically designed software programs called simulators, such as COOJA, which is a WSN simulator. In a WSN simulation, a specific application of WSN is defined and network of sensor nodes and wireless medium are modelled and observed to gain the knowledge of their working in varying operational conditions, for example, working of WSN network consisting of ten sensor nodes and one sink node at different radio noise levels.

3.2 Correctness of simulation model

A simulated model is simplified form of real-life object or a system. It is also limited in scope because simulated model only includes modeling of events and factors, which are assumed to be relevant to the working of application of a system or an object. Simulation model does not model every aspect of real-life objects. Unlimited number of uncontrolled events may occur, which may or may not be relevant to the working of real-life objects, for example, an earth quake, flood, or noise from unidentified object in the surroundings of the object under observation. If the model is over simplified then simulation results become useless as many factors, which were relevant, might be ignored [1]. Therefore, the model has to be based on solid assumptions in order to get trustful results. However, if the model tends to move closer to reality by increasing number of simulated factors then the complexity and computational demands of simulator increase. The tradeoff of simulation always remain in between the correctness and performance of the model.

The correctness of simulated model depends upon following assumption [33] [36]:

**Model accuracy:** Simulation model is accurately implemented by developers. This means that representation of real-life objects lie within acceptable range and the model
has provided sufficient number of sub models, which are relevant for application development. Model has also implemented the desired functionality correctly.

**Model verification and validity:** Model accuracy is verified by experts of real-life systems by analyzing the results produced by the simulation model. For example, input-output validity tests help the experts in deciding the correctness of a model. In these tests, the same set of inputs is given to both simulated model and real-life systems. Then, outputs from both are obtained and compared to evaluate the correctness of simulated model.

**Data availability and integrity:** It is assumed that sufficient amount of the data about real-life objects is available. Also, the model is built after studying the relevant data from reliable resources.

### 3.3 WSN simulation model

A basic WSN simulation model simulates the following WSN components [10]:

**WSN node:** Emulators are embedded in simulation models to copy the behavior of hardware components of node. For example, COOJA uses MSPsim [37] and Avora [38] emulators to emulate MSP430 [39] and AVR [40] microprocessors respectively. Simulation models also include the operating system components required to manage the functions of node in a simulation.

**Wireless Medium:** Radio propagation models are included in WSN simulation models. These models define radio channel properties, for example, channel bandwidth. Also, such models explain how the signal will travel between sender and receiver and how the signal parameters, such as, signal to noise ratio, will affect the signal during its propagation.

**Environment:** WSN nodes exist and communicate in an environment. Environment model carries all those events that stimulates the network, for example, a vibration, rise in temperature, a “button click” on node or a “time tick”.

**Event generator:** This includes modeling of entities that generate the events in the environment. For example, modeling of a device that generates noise or heat in the environment or a timer.

**Mobility:** Mobility models represent movement of the nodes in the network and define how velocity, acceleration and location of nodes will change in the network.

Furthermore, the simulation model provides a development and debug environment to view, edit, run and debug WSN applications as shown in Figure 3.1. The model also presents output data in user-friendly forms, such as graphs and tables.
3.4 Types of WSN simulations

Simulations typically run in synchronous mode or in event triggered mode [10]. Events in a simulation happen randomly in the fixed time slots and are called discrete events.

**Synchronous simulation:** Synchronous simulation works on loops. Simulator increments global time by one unit at the beginning of each loop. Then, it iterates over each node one by one and updates the node position and other node parameters, such as power consumption according to the mobility and battery models of node.

**Discrete event simulation:** These simulations are event based. The simulator holds a queue of message events and timer events. The simulator repeatedly picks the most recent event and processes it. These simulations are usually faster than the synchronous simulations because in synchronous simulation, simulator loops over all nodes one by one and
performs fixed steps even if the nodes are sleeping. In discrete event simulations, only message and timer events from the queue are processed.

3.5 WSN simulation definition

WSN simulation is defined by configuring the WSN components, which are required in the development of WSN applications.

The process of defining a simulation includes the following decisions:

- The number and the type of nodes used in a simulation. For example, twenty temperature sensing nodes and two sink nodes in a network.
- The propagation models used, for example, ground wave models, point-to-point propagation models, indoor or outdoor propagation models.
- The placement of nodes and the flow of data in the network.
- The mobility of nodes, for example, configuration of velocity, acceleration and location of nodes.
- The operating system used for nodes, for example, Contiki [8], or TinyOS [41]
- The type and number of application software used on each node.
- The type and number of entities generating events and noise in the environment.

3.6 Running and debugging a simulation

WSN simulations are run and activity of the WSN network is monitored in activity viewer windows or tools provided in simulators. The simulations can be paused, stopped and re-run with new configurations. Debug environment provide tools to hold software execution and allow viewing and setting of variable values at run-time.

3.7 Classification of simulators

WSN simulators are designed with specific design goals. Some simulate hardware components of nodes, whereas, others capture operating system behavior. WSN simulators targeting different aspects of WSN are shown in Figure 3.2.

WSN simulators are broadly classified into following categories [42][43]:

Network level or packet level simulators: These simulators focus on the networking aspect of WSN. They provide detailed statistics about the networking protocols, such as, routing protocols. They collect information, such as number of packets sent and received in the network, size and content of packets, propagation delay and number of hops. However, these simulators provide less details about hardware components. Ns-2 is an example of network level simulators [7].
Algorithm and protocol level simulators: Algorithm level simulators focus on optimization of WSN algorithms and data structures, for example, AlgoSensim \([44]\) analyzes distributed routing algorithms in WSNs.

Hardware level/instruction level simulators or emulators: These simulators replicate the behavior of hardware components of sensor node. For example, MSPsim is an instruction level emulator, which captures the behavior of microprocessor execution. It records values of each register during code execution. Emulators are helpful in computing the precise power consumption of node hardware. They also help in developing and rectifying the device drivers.

Operating System level simulators: These simulators focus on simulating operating systems. For example, COOJA simulate Contiki and TOSSIM simulates TinyOS. These simulators are used to debug and develop protocols and algorithms, such as, protocol stack or memory allocation algorithms.

Cross level Simulators: These simulators simulate nodes at multiple levels of abstraction. For example, COOJA simulates at both hardware and operating system levels. Cross level simulators capture more detailed simulations than simulators that only capture details at single level. They are useful in heterogeneous networks where network consists of multiple types of nodes and abstraction at multiple level is needed.

**Figure 3.2** WSN simulators targeting different WSN aspects

3.8 Selection of simulator for WSN application development

There are tens of WSN simulators available today. Every simulator is designed with initial design goals and bundled with related features. These design goals are generally not fixed. They are kept extendible to cope the emerging needs of WSN, which simulators must follow. A simulator is usable if it provides support for new technologies and allows incorporation of new protocols and features. Simulators, which do not provide up-to-date support become unfeasible for application development and then obsolete.
The features or attributes of simulators, which an application developer can consider in selecting a feasible WSN simulator for application development are given below:

**Basic algorithms, protocol and hardware support:** It is necessary for simulators to provide basic set of standard protocols, algorithms, operating systems and widely used hardware platforms to facilitate WSN application development. For example, support for multiple operating systems, such as, Contiki or TinyOS will increase the usability of simulator.

**Power profiling:** WSN researchers, application and protocol developers are usually interested in finding how much power applications and protocols are consuming. Simulators should allow development of energy efficient protocols and algorithms by including power calculating modules.

**Extendibility:** New WSN protocols, procedures and hardware platforms are continuously developed and upgraded in sensor networks. Therefore, simulator should allow the development, testing and integration of new algorithms and procedures.

**Performance:** Performance of a simulator depends upon how simulator has been designed and how it is used. In designing simulator, high level languages, which are more efficient in performance than others are used. It is observed that C++ and Java are mostly used in developing simulator programs. While, in a simulation, number of nodes used and level of details captured affect the performance of the simulator. Higher number of nodes and greater level of details would degrade the performance and will slow down the simulator. Furthermore, poorly designed and complex protocols and algorithms bring more performance issues. A simulator should allow selection of statistics needed to be captured during simulation and it should avoid generating unnecessary data to provide an acceptable level of performance.

**Scalability:** Scalability of a simulator tells how many nodes can be used in a simulation with acceptable level of performance. A WSN application involves nodes that could be in the range of tens to thousands. Thus, simulators, which support required number of nodes with acceptable level of performance, are appropriate to be considered for application development.

**Scripting languages:** Scripting languages provide control over the simulations. They allow configuration of simulation parameters, for example, how fast or how many times a simulation should be run or how many nodes will a simulation have at particular instance of time during a simulation run. They are also used to process the output data, for example, displaying data in tables or writing output data into files.

**Debugging:** Debugging tools identify and resolve bugs quickly. They inspect software programs and device drivers by providing user friendly interfaces, which displays event queues, state of different variables and peripherals during execution. They also execute
instructions of program code one by one. The values of program variable can also be set at run time to observe the behavior of program during execution.

**Cross level simulations support:** Due to heterogeneity in WSNs, simulators should provide simulations at different levels of abstraction. They should be able to provide hardware level, software level or operating system level details in a single simulation. Because, in a network, there might be some nodes for whom their device drivers may need to be investigated while for others only performance of routing protocol or MAC protocol may be a concern.

**Heterogeneous simulations support:** WSN may include different sensor node applications running on different nodes in the same network. Usability of simulators increase if they have ability to simulate different node platforms and running different applications in a single simulation.

**Connectivity with other simulators:** WSN simulators perform specific tasks, which may or may not be present in other simulators. Thus, cooperation between simulators could be beneficial where functionality from both simulators is required in a single simulation.

**Concrete documentation:** The quality of technical documentation about simulator usage provide ease in using simulator for application development. A simulator with less or poorly written documentation will be difficult to use and its usage will be limited. Carefully explained example applications and core simulator constructs will help the user to quickly test and grasp the core functionalities of the simulator.

**Code portability:** Simulator should be able to produce compiled program code that can be easily ported to sensor node with little or no modifications.

**Activity level:** A simulator is considered active if it is actively developed, debugged and upgraded. Simulators, which do not provide up to date technical documentation and support become difficult to use and finally become obsolete or inactive. Simulators should have a valid, official and active website that provide details about previous and latest versions. Also, website should provide basic and advanced level details about simulator installation, usage and development. Usability of simulator can be increased by providing tutorials, user manuals, guides and example applications. Furthermore, website should provide links to developers and user community portal to facilitate bugs reporting and resolution, asking and answering queries regarding development and usage of simulators.

### 3.9 Simulator attributes table

A comprehensive table of simulator attributes is presented in Table 1. The table consists of the simulator attributes, which can be considered in selecting a WSN simulator for
application development. Short description for each attribute is also given. The table is constructed after analyzing existing simulators and referred articles.

Table 1. Simulator attribute table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Simulator attribute</th>
<th>Short description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>General purpose or specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>For example, network, hardware or cross level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Simulation Type</td>
<td>Discrete event or synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td>The language in which simulator is developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Version and Date</td>
<td>Latest version available and when it was last updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>License</td>
<td>Open source or propriety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Initial Design goal</td>
<td>Such as, extendibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Widely used for</td>
<td>Primary use of simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Development Language</td>
<td>Application program programming language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Basic Protocol Support</td>
<td>Availability of standard network protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>WSN Protocol Support</td>
<td>Availability of specific WSN protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Supported Hardware Devices</td>
<td>For example, Sky mote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Supported Operating System</td>
<td>For example, Contiki, TinyOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Support</td>
<td>Multiple types of nodes and applications in a simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Number of nodes that can be simulated easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Power Profiling</td>
<td>Support for calculation of power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Scripting Languages</td>
<td>Such as, JavaScript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Debugger Support</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Code Portability</td>
<td>Application code is transferable or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Graphical Interfaces</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Connectivity with other tools</td>
<td>Frameworks, which incorporates this simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Technical Documentation</td>
<td>Availability of detailed technical documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Technical Support</td>
<td>Availability of technical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Example Codes</td>
<td>Availability of example applications by developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Develop, Debug, Deploy</td>
<td>Development, debugging and deployment all in one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Research Papers</td>
<td>Availability of research papers, articles, surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Developers/Users Community</td>
<td>Availability of developers and users community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Activity Level of Simulator</td>
<td>Active or inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Extendible</td>
<td>Simulator is extendible or not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The WSN attributes presented in the table above can be categorized into following three groups:

- Activity attributes
- Basic attributes
- Core attributes

Activity attributes of simulator tell the activity level of simulators. Basic attributes give the information, such as, type, category, development language of simulators. Attributes
like power profiling, scalability are included in core attributes. The groups are presented in separate attribute tables Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 below:

Table 2. Activity attributes table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Activity attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Version and Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>License</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Availability of Technical Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Availability of Technical Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Developers and users community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Example Codes for Application Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Availability of Research Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Activity Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Basic attributes table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Basic attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Simulation Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Programming Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extendible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Initial Design Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Widely Used for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Application Development Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Scripting and Other Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Graphical User Interfaces Supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Debugger Support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Core attributes table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Core attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic Protocol Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WSN Protocols Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Supported hardware platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supported Operating Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scalability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Power Profiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Connectivity with other Tools or Simulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Develop, Debug, Deploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Code Portability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.10 Comparison of WSN simulators

Seven prominent WSN simulators are explored and compared using the attribute tables. These simulators were included in many comparison surveys and articles reviewed during this thesis. Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 are filled up to the level of details, which are available via comparison surveys, WSN related books and articles available on the web from [55] to [65]. The documentation for Sunshine [56] and MiXim [58] are not available. It was not possible to explore them in detail. Therefore, they are not included in Table 6 and Table 7.

3.11 Feasibility of existing WSN simulators

The simulators, which were compared in comparison tables, Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 were analyzed and their feasibilities were measured for common WSN applications requirements in Table 8. The common requirements used in analysis are given below:

1. Heterogenous network support.
2. Power profiling of node.
3. Availability of known node platforms.
4. Multi-hop routing.
5. Debugging.
6. GUI.
7. Cross level details.
8. Active simulator.
9. Basic and standard protocol support.

Since COOJA met all the requirements, it appeared to be a feasible simulator for WSN application development. COOJA measures power consumption, includes Mica [66] and Sky [67] mote platforms. COOJA is also GUI based and it allows debugging and testing of WSN applications. COOJA is also an active simulator and simulates Contiki operating system, which implements routing and communication protocols.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Activity attribute</th>
<th>COOJA</th>
<th>TOSSIM</th>
<th>NS-3</th>
<th>OMNeT++</th>
<th>Worldsens</th>
<th>MiXiM</th>
<th>Sunshine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>License</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Technical Documentation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Technical Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Developers and User Community</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Research Papers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Activity Level</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Activity attributes comparison table
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Basic attribute</th>
<th>COOJA</th>
<th>TOSSIM</th>
<th>NS-3</th>
<th>OMNeTT++</th>
<th>Worldsens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Cross level</td>
<td>OS Level</td>
<td>Network Level</td>
<td>Network Level</td>
<td>Cross Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Simulation Type</td>
<td>Discrete Event</td>
<td>Discrete Event</td>
<td>Discrete Event</td>
<td>Discrete Event</td>
<td>Discrete Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>nesC</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extensible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Initial Design Goal</td>
<td>Extendibility</td>
<td>Simulating TinyOS applications.</td>
<td>An open simulation environment for networking research</td>
<td>Building Network Simulations</td>
<td>WSN application development at multiple levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Widely Used for</td>
<td>Heterogeneous applications development, Testing</td>
<td>Developing and Testing TinyOS Applications</td>
<td>Wireless/IP Simulations</td>
<td>Network Traffic, Protocol, Queueing Networks and Distributed System modeling</td>
<td>Information Not Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Application Development</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>nesC</td>
<td>C++ and Python</td>
<td>Network Description Language (NED)</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Scripting and Other Lan-</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>Python, C++</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>NED</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Graphical User Interfaces</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Debugger Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Basic attributes comparison table
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Core attribute</th>
<th>COOJA</th>
<th>TOSSIM</th>
<th>NS-3</th>
<th>OMNeTT++</th>
<th>Worldsens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic Protocol Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WSN Protocols Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes (with MiXim and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Castalia frameworks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Supported platforms</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Micaz</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Micaz, Micaz2, Wisenodes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Z1, Micaz, Wismote, Sky, ESB, native</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sky, Telosb, Senslab Nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supported Operating Systems</td>
<td>Contiki, TinyOS, or Any WSN OS who produce standard ELF formatted executables</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>&lt;10^2 Hardware level nodes &gt;10^3 Java nodes &gt;3x10^4 OS level nodes</td>
<td>10^3 (by default) &gt;2x10^4 &gt;10^4</td>
<td>&gt;10^3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Power Profiling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Connectivity with other</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Develop, Debug, Deploy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Code portability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Feasibilities of simulators for WSN application development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>COOJA</th>
<th>NS-3</th>
<th>TOSSIM</th>
<th>WorldSens</th>
<th>OMNeTT++</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Power Profiling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Node platforms</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Multi-hop routing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Debugger</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cross level</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Protocol support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feasibility</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS-3 [52] is not cross level and it does not provide GUIs. It calculates the power consumption but the power consumption calculations are generalized and not for any specific hardware platform. Hence, it was not feasible to use NS-3 for mentioned application requirements.

TOSSIM is not cross level, it is not GUI based and does not calculate the power consumption. Therefore, it is not feasible to use for application development.

OMNeTT++ [57] is not cross level and does not calculate the power consumption. Hence, it is not feasible and cannot be used for application development.

Worldsens [64][65] is a cross level simulator and it calculate power consumption, but, it is an inactive simulator. It does not provide any technical support and does not have active community of users and developers. Furthermore, it is not GUI based simulator and hence, unfeasible for application development.
4. USING COOJA FOR APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

This chapter explores COOJA to see how it can be used to develop and test WSN applications. The core constructs of COOJA, such as structure, design characteristics and Contiki OS are explained to understand the application development process on COOJA.

4.1 Structure of COOJA

COOJA supports three types of nodes in a single simulation [68]. The nodes can be from different vendors with different operating system and underlying hardware. The node types are given below:

Native nodes: Natives nodes are simulated at operating system level. Native nodes are used for developing and debugging operating system functions.

Java nodes: Java nodes are application level nodes. These nodes do not require any simulated hardware and operating system. Java nodes are used to develop and debug high level protocols and algorithms, such as, distributed algorithms.

Emulated nodes: These nodes use emulator to simulate the behavior of CPU and other hardware components, such as, radio transceivers. Contiki applications are compiled to run on emulators. Emulated nodes are used where precise hardware abstraction is required, for example, power profiling of hardware components.

Java nodes run faster than other types of nodes because they do not use any emulated hardware and operating system. However, they do not provide deployable code. Emulated nodes on the other hand are the slowest because of their dependency on operating system and emulator. [2]

![Figure 4.1 COOJA nodes targeting node components](image-url)
4.2 COOJA design characteristics

Main components of COOJA are node type, node memory, interfaces, observers and plugins [69]. COOJA design is shown in Figure 4.2.

**Node type:** A simulation in COOJA may consist of different types of nodes. Nodes that run the same application program, operating system and have the same hardware components belong to the same node type. For example, a Sky node, running hello world program over Contiki operating system is a one node type. Application program over Contiki is loaded and then compiled only once and shared among all nodes that belong to the same node type.

**Node memory:** Although, each node that belongs to a specific node type share the same compiled application program but the memory each node have is different and allocated separately. During the simulation, this node memory changes according to the variables of the application program. For example, a variable will be updated after a new temperature measurement is read from the simulated sensor.

**Interfaces:** Interfaces are used to interact with the hardware components and operating system services of node. They can be used to change the memory variables, trigger events and call the operating system functions. For example, when a button on a node is pressed via button interface, an event is generated and added in the event queue. The event is then handled and a LED can be lit via interacting with the LED interface.

**COOJA observers:** COOJA uses observers to listen interfaces. These functions are first registered with the corresponding interfaces and then they start listening the interfaces. There are some standard observers, for example, radio medium is a standard observer for radio transmitters of all nodes in a simulation. Radio medium listens radio transmitters, collects the data and makes it available to other transmitters expecting that data.

**COOJA plugins:** Plugins are graphical user interfaces, which allow user to view and edit a simulation, for example, simulation control plugin is used to start, stop and pause the simulation. COOJA main simulation window consists of number of COOJA plugins, which are shown in Figure 4.3. The short descriptions of plugins that appears in main window of COOJA are given below:

- The network window shows the simulated network of nodes. This window can be configured to show the network properties, such as, radio coverage of each node, radio traffic, IP addresses of nodes, LEDs, type and position of node. Also, the nodes can be dragged to adjust the node position and can be zoomed in and out to view the network.
- The output window displays the outputs from each node, such as 'printf' messages from node.
The timeline window shows the radio events, such as radio off, radio on, radio transmission or reception in a network over time.

![Diagram of COOJA simulator design](image1)

**Figure 4.2 COOJA simulator design**

![Main simulation window](image2)

**Figure 4.3 Main simulation window**
4.3 COOJA simulation loop

COOJA interacts with all nodes one by one in a simulation loop. COOJA uses Java native interface (JNI) calls to run the Contiki application programs. These calls are made from the run-time environment of COOJA to the run-time environment of Contiki to invoke the Contiki functions from COOJA. When COOJA visits or ticks a node, it first loads the memory of node and if node is awaken then it proceeds further and application program of node is run after checking the node type. Memory of the node is updated and then brought back to the java environment. COOJA then moves to the next node. At the end, the simulation time is updated and loop starts again as shown in Figure 4.4.

![Figure 4.4 COOJA simulation loop](image)

4.4 Steps in creating a new COOJA simulation

When simulation is started, all nodes are powered up one by one and Contiki is started. Nodes are configured and initialized with the default settings for the mote type. This includes, for example, assignment of mote ID, type of MAC protocol to be used, assignment of IP addresses and radio channel frequency. The default Contiki configuration can be changed by updating the project configuration file. The steps in creating a simulation in COOJA are given below:

- A new simulation in COOJA is created by clicking New Simulation in file menu. A new window appears and asks for the title of simulation and basic simulation
parameters, such as radio medium to be used and random start up delay time of nodes. Simulation is then created by pressing create button.

- The main simulation window appears, which shows different plugins to interact with the simulation, such as network window and simulation control window. The node type is created from the menu “Motes”. Note that COOJA uses the term “mote” to refer to a node. This menu displays the number of the motes type available that can be used in a simulation, for example, emulated mote, operating system level mote and java mote. Number of specific hardware platforms are also included, such as, Sky mote, Mica mote. After selection of a mote type, Contiki application is selected for this mote type. The process is compiled for this specific mote type using built-in compiler of COOJA.

- After creating a mote type, number of motes along with their position coordinates are selected and added in the simulation.

- The process of creating node type is repeated until all the required node types are created and added in the simulation.

- Simulation is run by pressing start button on simulation control window.

COOJA simulation development cycle is shown in Figure 4.5.

![Simulation Development Cycle](image)

**Figure 4.5 Simulation development cycle**

The simulation can also be saved and reopened. COOJA saves all mote types, number and placement of nodes in a simulation. The running state is not saved and simulation starts from the beginning whenever simulation is reopened and started.
4.5 COOJA tools

COOJA presents set of tools to observe, collect and edit the simulation outcomes or statistics. These tools can be accessed from the menu “Tools” of the main simulation window. Short description about these tools are given below:

**Collect-view:** This tool is used to collect different kind of metrics, such as, power metrics, network metrics, sensor values.

**PowerTracker:** The tool is used to observe radio duty cycle of each node present in simulation. It tells how much each transmitter or receiver is active during an on-and-off cycle during simulation.

**Radio messages:** This tool is used to view the radio messages sent and received with respect to time. It also shows the content of the messages.

**Buffer view:** Contiki has different kind of memory buffers for its internal processing, such as, packet buffer, where packets are stored before transmission and after reception. COOJA allow inspection of such buffers with a tool called buffer view.

**Breakpoints:** Breakpoints are used to temporarily stop the simulation for inspection. A simulation is paused when some events, such as, radio events happen or state of some mote interface changes.

**Mote interfaces viewer:** This tool is used to view mote interfaces, such as button interface, LED interface.

**Mote variable watcher:** This tool is used to watch Contiki and application program variables and their values.

**MSPSim emulator:** The tool provides command line interface to interact with the mote hardware components. Also, the instructions that run on the emulator can be observed. The tool also provides graphical representation of memory stack of mote.

These tools are registered with the simulation and then they start collecting simulation statistics. Thus, they only collect statistics when needed and do not collect the unnecessary and unwanted statistics and make COOJA simulation to run faster.

4.6 Contiki overview

COOJA simulates Contiki applications [70]. It was noticed during application development that in order to develop Contiki applications, the knowledge of Contiki is required. The main features of Contiki are listed below:

- Open source operating system for WSN nodes.
• Event based kernel.
• Loads modules dynamically.
• Consumes memory resources efficiently.
• Includes standard network protocols, such as, TCP, UDP, IPv4, IPv6, RPL.
• Includes power saving and simple MAC protocols, such as, ContikiMAC
• Provides power estimations.
• Supports stack less lightweight threads, called, protothreads.
• Includes file system for reading, writing on external flash.
• Includes a networking stack for simple network operations, Rime stack.
• Can be run on wide range of platforms, such as, Sky and Mica.
• Provides command line shell for application development and debugging.
• Includes example applications to understand application development using Contiki.

4.7 Contiki application

A Contiki application is a program that runs on node hardware. A Contiki application consists of “processes”, which are written in C language. A complete Contiki application is created by following the steps given below:

**Process declaration:** Each process is declared by using a macro `PROCESS`. It takes two parameters. The first parameter specifies the name while the second gives name of a process in string format:

```c
PROCESS(hello_world_process, “A hello world process”);
```

**Processes to include:** This macro specifies processes, which are to be executed in a Contiki application. The macro takes reference to processes as parameters, for example:

```c
AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(&process_one, &process_two);
```

**Process definition:** This macro is used to define a process. It takes the name of a process as a parameter. It also takes two more parameters, `ev` and `data`. The parameter `ev` refers to the event that will be posted to the process while `data` specifies the data, which comes with the posted event:

```c
PROCESS_THREAD(hello_world_process, ev, data);
```

**Process begin and end:** This section marks the start and end of process thread code. All code that belongs to this process thread resides in between process begin and end:

```c
PROCESS_BEGIN()
printf(“Hello, world!\n”);
PROCESS_END();
```
**Event handling:** Events are handled by event handling macros in a continuously running while loop. These macros block the running process and wait for the event to happen. When an event arrives, the macros allow the process execution and event handling code is executed:

```c
while (1) {
    PROCESS_WAIT_EVENT();
    if(ev == sensors_event && data == &button_sensor) {
        leds_toggle(LED_ALL);
    }
}
```

The code presented above waits for the button press event and toggle all LEDs when the button is pressed.

**Static local variables:** Local variables defined in a process thread are stored in run-time process stack. Their values are not available in between process block calls, such as the `PROCESS_WAIT_EVENT` call, which waits for an event and blocks the process execution. The content of stack is not saved and stack is reused during each call. Hence, local variables are declared static to ensure that local variables values remain intact. Static variables are stored in data segment of the process instead of process stack and remain available during block calls.

**Timers:** Contiki supports different types of timers for application development, such as event timer, which generates an event when it is expired or real-time timer, which is used to call functions at exact time. An event time (etimer) is declared, initialized and used in a following way:

```c
static struct etimer et; /*timer declaration*/
etimer_set(&et, CLOCK_SECONDS*6); /*timer initialized and last for 6 seconds */
PROCESS_WAIT_EVENT_UNTIL(etimer_expired(&et));
```

**Energest module:** The energest module is used to calculate the power consumption. Energest module is part of Contiki code and measures the time during which each component remains ON. The measured time is in the form of timer ticks. The calculated time is then used to measure per component power consumption according to the data sheet provided by the manufacturer of hardware component. For example, energest is used to calculate time consumed by radio transmitter in a following way:

```c
static unsigned long tx_start_time, tx_end_time, tx_on_time;

tx_start_time  = energest_type_time(ENERGEST_TYPE_TRANSMIT);
// put code here

tx_end_time    = energest_type_time(ENERGEST_TYPE_TRANSMT);

tx_on_time  = tx_end_time - tx_start_time;
```
The power can be calculated by using following formula:

$$P \text{ (mW)} = \frac{\text{consumed timer ticks} \times I \times V}{\text{timer ticks per second}}$$

(1)

Where P denotes the power consumed by a hardware component in milliwatts, ‘I’ means current and ‘V’ is voltage drop across hardware component.

A complete Contiki application is given below in Program 1:

```c
#include "contiki.h"
#include "dev/button-sensor.h"
#include "dev/light-sensor.h"
#include "dev/leds.h"
#include <stdio.h> /* for printf*/
/*Process Creation*/
/*-------------------------------*/
PROCESS(hello_world_process, "Hello world process");
AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(&hello_world_process);
/*-------------------------------*/
/*Process Definition*/
/*-------------------------------*/
PROCESS_THREAD(hello_world_process, ev, data)
{
    /*Process thread*/
    PROCESS_BEGIN();
    /*Local variables and sensor activation */
    static uint8_t counter = 0;
    SENSORS_ACTIVATE(button_sensor);
    SENSORS_ACTIVATE(light_sensor);
    /*reading and printing light sensor values*/
    printf("Hello, World \n");
    printf("Light: \%u\n", light_sensor.value(0));
    /*Never ending while loop*/
    while(1)
    {
        /*wait for the button sensor event */
        PROCESS_WAIT_EVENT();
        if(ev == sensors_event && data == &button_sensor)
        {
            /*increment and print the counter, */
            counter++;
            printf("counter: \%u\n", counter);
            leds_invert(LEDS_ALL);
        }
    }
    PROCESS_END();
}/*---------------------------------*/
```

**Program 1.** Contiki application
4.8 COOJA and Contiki installation

For quick application development, the developers of COOJA and Contiki, provide a development environment that includes Contiki, COOJA and all the relevant development tools, such as, compilers, emulators and debugger. The developer environment, which comes as an Ubuntu Linux virtual machine is called “Instant Contiki” and runs in virtual machine player, such as VMWare. Instant Contiki and VMWare can be download from Contiki and VMWare [71] official websites. After running Ubuntu virtual machine from VMWare, COOJA is run by using the following commands from Ubuntu terminal:

```bash
cd contiki/tools/cooja
ant run
```

COOJA files are compiled and then initial COOJA main screen appears.
5. TEST RESULTS AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF COOJA

The feasibility of COOJA was measured experimentally by designing three test applications. These ensure that necessary functionality can be achieved and statistics collected from COOJA for the WSN application development. The application requirements were based on typical WSN application functionality presented in Chapter 2. The set requirements were a typical WSN application with multi-hop routing, calculation of CPU execution time and power consumption of the application program code.

5.1 COOJA test application I

The first Contiki application was designed to test how COOJA collects the simulation statistics for an IPv6 and UDP based multi-hop network and what kind of statistics does COOJA capture during simulation.

Description: This application used Sky node and comprised of two types of nodes, sensor nodes and one sink node. Sensor nodes measured the light sensor value and sent it to the sink node via intermediate nodes after button click. Sink node sent an acknowledgment to the sending node that the data has been received successfully. The application used RPL multi-hop routing protocol, UDP protocol for data transmission and IPv6 protocol for network addressing.

Requirements: The following requirements were set for application 1:

1. RPL for multi-hop routing
2. IPv6 and UDP based network
3. Reading light sensor values
4. Default Contiki MAC

COOJA simulation: The simulation designed for this application involved five sky nodes and followed a simple tree topology. Sink node used ID 1 for identification, while the other four sensor motes used IDs 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. Both sink and sensor nodes executed different Contiki processes.
Simulation results: The simulation results were captured in the network, mote output and collect-view windows.

Result 1: Network window displayed the transmission of UDP messages between node 5 and node 1. This window also allowed interaction with the node. For example, in this simulation, a button click event was generated from node 5 by using network window. This window also showed topology and area coverage of node as shown in Figure 5.1.

Result 2: Node processes were programmed to report UDP communication and light sensor value events on button click as shown in Figure 5.2. On button click, sensor node 5 measured the light sensor value and sent it to the sink node 1 in a UDP message. Sink received the message via intermediate nodes and sent the acknowledgement back to node 5. By default, COOJA senses the light as random integer values.
Result 3: Simulation statistics were captured in collect-view window. It was observed that COOJA captured four type of simulation statistics during simulation as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.

The captured statistics are given below:

- **Power statistics**: such as average radio transmit power consumption per node.
- **Network statistics**: such as network hops per node, packet received per node.
- **Sensor statistics**: such as light sensor values, battery voltage.
- **Topology statistics**: such as sensor map, which shows the best routing path available between the nodes along with the path quality values.

![Figure 5.3 Collect-view window](image)

![Figure 5.4 Sensor map window](image)
**COOJA feasibility analysis:**

COOJA was able to simulate an IPv6 and UDP based network with RPL multi-hop routing. These protocols were provided by Contiki operating system, which COOJA simulates. COOJA also provided four type of statistics to study network, power, topology and sensor characteristics in a simulation. COOJA interfaces allowed interaction with the simulation and nodes visually. The communication and content of the messages were also observable in COOJA windows.

COOJA presented appropriate number of statistics for this application and provided visual control over simulation. Therefore, COOJA is feasible to develop and test WSN applications, which require IPv6 and UDP based multi-hop networks.

**Other remarks for the test:** Contiki services were required in application development on COOJA. Also, some of the COOJA tools could not be used if they were not handled in and called from the application process, such as collect-view. In order to use collect-view, a message is constructed in an application process and consists of network and power statistics. This seems to be an efficient approach that COOJA tools only collect necessary statistics when the tools are told by the application process. But, on the hand, it also requires sufficient knowledge of how to call and handle COOJA tools from an application process. Note that collect-view window shows IDs of nodes in different format. For example, node with ID 1 will be shown as 1.1. Furthermore, the sensor map window shows the nodes in different layout than the layout, which is shown in network window. The reasons for such variations are not documented and are unknown. Also, collect-view module is not properly commented and is difficult to understand and use in the beginning.

**5.2 COOJA test application II**

The second Contiki application was designed to test how COOJA can be used to calculate the power and memory consumption of a node.

**Description:** Artificial neural networks (ANN) are complex computational models and used in computer sciences and research disciplines. They have high processing and memory demands because of an iterative self-learning process. ANN learns by matching the classification of input data with the classification of known data. The errors found into initial classification helps in adjusting the ANN algorithm and process is repeated.

ANN code model was ported for Contiki and COOJA. The model represented basic tasks of ANN, but in a simplified and restricted in manner without using back-propagation and activation function with simple threshold summation of weights. A comparison was made
between Contiki application with ANN code execution and another Contiki application without ANN code execution.

**Requirements:** The following calculations were required from this application:

1. Calculation of CPU execution time.
2. Calculation of CPU power consumption.
3. Calculation of memory consumption.

**COOJA simulation:** Two Sky nodes were used. The sending node executed a print statement “Helloo world”, calculated its execution time and sent the statistics to sink node. While, on button click, the sending node executed the ANN model code, calculated execution time and statistics were sent to sink node again.

**Simulation results:** Simulation results were captured in the mote output, collect-view, and MSP stack watcher windows.

**Result 1:** CPU execution time for printing “Helloo world” only took 28 CPU timer ticks while ANN code consumed 1054 ticks as shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.

![Figure 5.5 Mote output without ANN](image)

**Result 2:** CPU power consumption was up to 0,35mW without ANN execution but drastically increased up to 5,30mW after ANN execution as shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8.
Result 3: Although, stack watcher did not mention the unit of measurement in the graph but high spikes in the graph were observed during ANN execution Figure 5.9.
COOJA feasibility analysis: COOJA was able to measure CPU execution time, CPU power consumption and memory consumption of node. However, the presented graph of memory stack did not display the units of memory consumption and concluding memory results was difficult. However, COOJA fulfilled its requirements and is feasible to be used for development of WSN applications, which require CPU execution time, CPU power consumption and memory measurements.

Other remarks for the test: It was observed that collect-view could not be used with all node platforms included in COOJA. For example, collect-view tool did not work with Mica platforms.

5.3 COOJA test application III

The third application was designed to test COOJA capability of calculating the CPU power consumed by different code blocks or functions.

Description: ANN model presented in previous application was reused. The CPU power consumption was calculated according to Sky mote data sheet [67] before and after each function call of ANN model code. Operational voltage of Sky mote is around 3 Volts and current through CPU during active time is 1.8 mA. Real-time ticks are 32,768 per second.

Requirements: Following requirements were set for this application:

1. CPU execution time calculation.
2. CPU consumed power calculation.
3. Use of Sky mote datasheet.
Simulation scenario: One Sky mote was used during this simulation. ANN code was executed and CPU power was calculated after button click.

Simulation results: The simulation results were collected in mote output window shown in Figure 5.10.

Result 1: ANN teaching function consumed 449 timer ticks during its execution and calculated consumed power was 0.07399mW. Whereas, test functions consumed comparatively less timer ticks than teaching function and were in the range of 22 to 25 timer ticks per test function.

COOJA feasibility analysis: COOJA was able to measure execution time and power consumption of each code block precisely. Application used energest module of Contiki operating system and MSPsim emulator to calculate the execution time of different code blocks precisely. CPU power was calculated by putting the execution time and Sky node datasheet values in equation 1. Hence, COOJA is feasible to be used for development of WSN applications, which require calculations of CPU execution time and consumed power on Sky mote precisely.

Other remarks for the test: MSPsim emulates Sky mote. MSPSim also provides a command line interface to interact with each running node. However, the user guide for MSPsim is not available and hence makes it difficult to use by the command line interface.
Concluding Remarks for COOJA

The feasibility of COOJA was determined by using three different test applications. The test applications were designed with the most common requirements found in typical WSN applications. The requirements were power and memory consumption calculations and multi-hop routing on IPv6 and UDP based networks. COOJA fulfilled all the requirements and is feasible to use for WSN application development. However, COOJA have limitations as well, which are given below:

1. COOJA requires knowledge of Contiki operating system for application development on COOJA.
2. All COOJA tools do not work with all node platforms, which are available in COOJA.
3. Collect-view is not well documented and is difficult to understand and use.
4. The documentation for using MSPsim emulator from command line interface is not available and hence, makes it difficult to use.
6. CONCLUSION

WSNs have applications in various fields of science and technology that are diverse in nature. WSN simulators are used to develop and test WSN applications to speed up and reduce costs. WSN applications are diverse and simulators are used to develop and test WSN applications. Selection of a feasible WSN simulator is foremost requirement before application development may begin. Feasible simulators fulfil application requirements and allow low-cost development and testing of WSN applications in short time.

This thesis analyzed WSN simulators and presented the simulator attributes, which a WSN application developer should consider in selecting a feasible simulator for WSN application development. Three types of attributes were collected. The first type specified activity level of simulator. In the second type, basic attributes such as type, category, development language of simulators were collected. In the third type, core WSN attributes like power profiling and scalability were gathered. These attributes were used in comparing seven prominent simulators and COOJA was selected as a feasible simulator for application development. COOJA had features that matched the common requirements of typical WSN applications. COOJA was also explored experimentally to test its feasibility for application development. The requirements for testing feasibility were development of typical WSN applications with multi-hop networking, calculation of CPU execution time and power consumption.

Three test applications were designed with the requirements in COOJA. In the test application I, COOJA was able to simulate an IPv6 and UDP based multi-hop network. COOJA captured four types of statistics during simulation of this application. The statistics were network, power, sensor and topology statistics. In the test application II, COOJA calculated CPU power and memory consumption of ANN model code. Collect-view tool was used to collect power statistics and MSPsim stack watcher was used to observe memory consumption. In the third application, CPU execution time and CPU power consumption for each code block of ANN model was measured. COOJA was able to calculate precise execution time by using MSPsim emulator. COOJA also calculated CPU power consumption by using Sky mote datasheet.

COOJA successfully met all the requirements and provided visual control over simulation. Hence, COOJA was found out as a feasible simulator for WSN application development. However, application development on COOJA can be enhanced by adding support for more hardware platforms. Also, the usability of COOJA can be improved by adding documentation about collect-view and MSPsim emulator.
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